
edge of their duties and some basic discipline—for 
instance, who is pilot and who is crew. 

As we read this excellent book—almost a primer in 
government—and think of our own situation, we 
should yearn for a little of the discipline in duties and 
training in performing them, the importance of which 
it stresses. Since Mr. Lefever is not only a Doctor of 
Philosophy but also a Bachelor of Divinity (both 
from Yale, I might add), we might think of him as 

correspondence 

"THE BETRAYAL OF LANGUAGE" CONT'D. 

Washington DC 
Deir Sir I wish to respond it «mc lencth to Paul 
Rimsev s article The Bttrayal of Linguage (world 
ii(.u Ftbruarv 1971) 

First Rimsev s condemnation of both the term svs 
temic violence and those whj use it is based on * 
vcrv hbored irgument tht. purpose of which seems to 
be to portrav all those who seek s>stemic change as 
hoh «ir idvocitrs of revolutionary viclence His 

explanations of whv the term is used could be applied 
|ust as readih to the use of his own suggested aJtemitive 
phrase the svstem is gravelv unjust and possibly even 
with mure justificaUon if as he correctly says injustice 
is i far worse thing than violence Violence in reicnon 
to injustice runs the samt nsk of taking on i cnmdmg 
mentality as does violence m reiction to -inv- other per 
ceived wiong The wird used is nut the determining 
factor moral limits ire nt ther fixed nor removed on the 
b^sis of 1 term 

Furthermore then ire mam who with Rimsey are 
concerned for < rdcred hbtrtv for democratic processes 
ind for liw md who fir from considering these con 
cenis as Agnewisms re tct against \gnevvisbc sug 
gestions (such as peremptorily remov ing certain seg 
ments of our population frjm soe ety) precise h because, 
of these concerns While I have no particular ittachment 
to the term svstemic violence it does serve as a mean 
mgful svmbol to many in our societv particularly those 
in the ghettos who know fiist hind the hck of ordered 
1 bertv and the sense of tightness which middle-class 
Amenta can only imagine 

becond I find it difficult to follow the logic of Ramst\ s 
insistence that foreign pohrv and domestic policv must 
be considered independenth of each other His point is 
well taken that the secuntv of the nation like the 
heilth of the individual is a conditional value le 
a pre condition for the pursuit of am other purposes 

18 uoddvieu 

suggesting two new beatitudes: 
Blessed are the disciplined; for by minding their 

own business they permit others to mind theirs. 
Blessed are the informed who are also modest; for 

they tread warily. 
Perhaps we would add clarification to an older 

Blessed are the peacemakers, if they are successful 
and if the price paid is right. 

or policies or values. But neither security nor health 
can be arbitrarily subdivided into independent com
ponents. Physical health and mental health are part 
of i psv hosomitic whole External security ind internal 
sscinh ire likewise mterrehted el arges of eategorv 
mistakes to the contriry notw iths.finding Furthermore 
g od health does not result from ukmg more pills 
dcing more e\i ruses visitng mne doctors taking more 
> r ivs than m> inc else Such indiscnminite pursuit 
of lie ilth c in onlv endanger health therein defeating 
the purp ise of the pursuit The sune is true of the 
pursuit f secuntv If such pursuit <auses neglect it 
home b( ciuse of tht hck of fesouites particularh when 
those suffering the consequences it home believe their 
deprivation is comp ninded bv the p irsuit of vvisteful 

ind unnecessan prhcies ibroid tht secunry of the 
int on c m onlv decline 

In c nerete terms is the coi d tioi al v ilue being sought 
on of keeping U S cities from being blown up b\ the 
L SSh tr keeping US cities from being bl wn up 
period? 1 believe it is tht latter and therefore find it 
self deft iting to make such arbitrary distinctions regard 
me, the e msc cf the pro bit m It is true tint prion ty on 
i Milt (t ecccllence cannot disphc fmdameitil 
(lullengts to my lite it ill or to mtioiiil scrunrv but 
these challenges e in come from mire thir one source 
There ire bisic values tmditional ti mon, excellent 
values both at home ind abroad ind ne ther set of basic 
v dues is independent of the other One does not starve 
himself ind his farmh (health) in order to put all his 
money into life msuiance (secuntv) no matter how 
dangerous his tnvirmment 

Third Ramsey unfairh implies thit all those he is 
arguing ufunst ire siving tint the nation s p >hcy is too 
outgoing ind should be more ingrown This is ot course 
i gioss oversimplification which I im sure Ramsey knows 
i». misleading There is a greit difference betvwen an out 
going nition ind in overhearing one Mam of those 
Ramsev is speiking cf wo ild for example lit e to see 
much more than J/10 of 1-T, of our C N P applied to 
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international development projects. There is, likewise, a 
great difference between an ingrown nation and one with 
a proper concern for domestic tranquillity and the general 
welfare. Furthermore, a case can be made for saying that 
a nation which tries too hard to re-make the world in its 
oini image has more charac tenshts of being ingrown 
than outgoing Rather than "committing suicide for die 
sake of domestic good to come," a nation which separates 
foreign policy from domestic questions as completely as 
Ramsey advocates runs the danger even more of com
mitting suicide foi the sake of an illusory ' national se
curity" to come 

Fourth, Ramsej implies that much of the condemna
tion of anient U S foreign policy is merel) a tactic used 
bj those whose real purpose is to solve domestic problems 
and who have been frustrated in that purpose 4nyone 
who knows the extent and depth of the anti-war sentiment 
in our country, and the inclusion in the anti-war ranks 
of countless foreign policy experts, man> of whom have 
been mtimateh imolved with \ietnam, knows that the 
current condemnation of U S foreign policy is based on 
the merits of the case and does not stem initially from 
frustration oxer domestic reforms Likewise, lamentation 
over domestic policies is based initially on the merits of 
that case Ramsey imputes a cause and effect relationship 
which is not valid. It is true that each group of critics 
tends to support the other and receives additional impetus 
from the convincing case made by the other. But this 
phenomenon is more logically seen as adding to the 
evidence that domestic and foreign needs or crises can 
never be considered independently rather than as sup
porting Ramsey's "post hoc ergo propter hoc" argument. 
A conviction of the waste on the one hand and a knowl
edge of the need on the other hand binds the foreign and 
domestic critics together. There can be "vital interests" 
involved in either domestic or foreign policy, and in the 
present case it is the conviction on the part of growing 
numbers that we have few if any vita! interests in Viet
nam, which compounds both the tragedy and the frustra
tion. 

Fifth, toward the end of his article Ramsey offers 
another of his dualistic, either-or choices (a function of 
his two-kingdoms theology?) by trying to force a choice 
between "flexible response" (moral) and "massive retali
ation" (immoral). This is a false dichotomy and is not 
really at issue. The fact is, as made evident in the Urban 
Coalition's "counter-budget" and by many expert wit
nesses before the two Armed Services' Committees, that 
the military budget can be cut substantially without loss 
to a "flexible response" capability. Why do we need 15 
carriers? Why do we need over 3000 bases abroad? Why 
do we need the B-l bomber when existing B-52's can be 
modified at a fraction of the cost to do the job better? 
Why MiRV? Why A.B.M.? Why a "Pentagon propaganda 
machine"? Why billions in waste and cost overruns? Why 
an 8-1 ratio of support troops to combat troops? Why the 
projected geometric growth in nuclear warheads? We are 
already "protected by the most immoral weapons" so why 
do we need more? 

The issue is really one of trimming excessive layers of 

flexible response, which we will always be tempted to use 
if it is available in abundance, in order that we might be 
able, in Ramsey's words "to cure pollution, to aid our 
decaying cities, etc." These are basic social health issues 
which I consider rather more important than Ramsey's 
'etc seem to indicate he does I would be willing to see 
some cuts in the number of carriers, reduction of some 
under-utilized military manpower, and closer scrutiny of 
defense contracts in order to pursue some of the condi
tional \alucs which are basic for domestic health, hereti
cal and neo-isolationist as that might appear And this 
transfer of emphasis and funds can be done, though it is 
not a foregone conclusion Such a transfer requires politi
cal will The chances that such a re-balancing will occur 
between two sets of interrelated conditional values will 
be improved when men of the stature and esteem of Paul 
Ramsey become as concerned with real mistakes as the) 
arc with 'category mistakes" 

Allan M Parrent 
Dept of International Affairs, 
National Council of Churches 

"PHILOSOPHERS & PUBLIC POLICY" 

Philippi, W. Va. 
Dear Sir: Kudos to Bernard Murchland and his "Philoso
phers and Public Policy" (worldview, April, 1971). I 
think an additional perspective is needed, however. This 
perspective concerns the use of the word "philosophy." 
Lewis Feuer's pronouncement of the death of Philosophy 
implies a particular view of the nature and task of Phi
losophy. And fortunately or unfortunately, the problem 
of its own nature and task is an issue within the discipline 
itself. And it would appear that Coroner Feuer's assess
ment is of one view of the nature and task of Philosophy. 
Whether positivistic philosophy's "withdrawal" constitutes 
a demise is in itself debatable. Whether this is the pre
occupation of most undergraduate and graduate programs 
in Philosophy needs to be checked for reliability. But the 
point is, this is only one way to view the nature and task 
of Philosophy. 

But why must we philosophers be forced into this 
dichotomy? CD. Broad (fair company, indeed) has 
suggested a place for both critical and "speculative" 
philosophy. The term "speculative" may need some 
demythologization, but the point is well made- There is 
a role for both. And don't crowd the boys in. Analytical 
Philosophy. Recoiling from the obfuscation of Hegelian
like philosophical architectonics, they made an important 
discovery—language, the basic building block of any hu
man enterprise needing critical study. Some of their 
theories may be disputed, and some may feel they have 
"withdrawn," but in point of fact, they're engaged in a 
vitally important area. Must Philosophy then wait until 
this analytical groundwork is finished? I think not, for the 
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